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OCEAN BEACH COLLECTION
MOVEMENT
Japanese chrono movement

FEATURES
Date, world time and alarm

CASE
Ø 46mm stainless steel case
with fixed top ring
STRAP
Integrated silicone strap

Two souls, two worlds, but just one watch: Ocean Beach. Red, like the passion which
drives men to seek new thrills. In steel, a symbol of the strength and resistance
needed to overcome one’s limits. The look of this watch designed to surprise might
have changed, but the core hasn’t. Starting with the 46-millimetre case, which houses
a Japanese chronograph movement with a day indicator set at 4 o’ clock which can
withstand depths of up to 100 metres. Travel lies at the heart of the Ocean Beach. Its
external red bezel shows all 24 time bands, each with its own time zone. More than
just a watch, it is a world timekeeper, designed for the modern traveller; its alarm
function will ensure the wearer never misses a connecting flight. This multifunction
watch features a silhouette designed down to the finest detail. It embodies the bold
character and class of Nautica, created with unique elements to thrill sporting and
dynamic spirits. A watch for those who never want to go unnoticed.

or stainless steel bracelet
WATER RESISTANT
100m / 330ft

SCREW DOWN CASE BACK

SCREW DOWN CROWN

LUMINOUS
Hands and indexes with luminous

ABOUT NAUTICA Nautica® is a global lifestyle brand for men, women, and children with categories that range from sportswear,
accessories, outerwear, footwear, fragrance and a complete home collection. Founded in 1983, Nautica started with six outerwear
styles and has grown into a renowned brand offering classic nautical style for all occasions. Drawing from the essence of the water &
the currents of the world, Nautica offers nautical inspired style that is iconic, yet modern and innovative in its fit, feel, and function.
Today, Nautica is one of the most recognized American brands in the world, across 35 categories and in more than 65 countries.
Nautica has more than 275 freestanding stores globally and 1,462 Nautica branded shop-in-shops worldwide.
ABOUT TIMEX GROUP TIMEX GROUP designs, manufactures and markets innovative timepieces and jewelry globally. Founded in
1854, Timex is part of Timex Group, a privately-held company with numerous brands and over 5,000 employees worldwide and is one
of the largest watchmakers in the world. For more information, visit www.timexgroup.com.

